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Early initiation of gambling has been argued to be closely correlated with placing players at higher risk of developing problem gambling behaviour in the future. The vast majority of jurisdictions, including Great Britain, attempts to eliminate minors’ access to gambling by making it illegal and by requiring gambling providers to adopt strict age-verification procedures. Despite those measures minors continue to successfully access gambling. This paper demonstrates that British legal framework suffers from many statutory loopholes. It considers weaknesses in the regulatory offences as well as enforcement deficiencies. It further highlights how the differences between black letter law, political rhetoric and practical application undermine the strength of the prohibition of gambling by minors.

I. Introduction

The current legal framework that governs all regulated gambling, other than the National Lottery in Great Britain was established by the Gambling Act 2005. The main purpose of the Act was to liberalise prior statutory regime in order to better reflect the commercial nature of the activity, to offer a better choice for adult consumers and to eliminate the anomaly which saw British operators being banned from offering and advertising online gambling services while foreign providers were permitted free access to GB customer base. The majority of the provisions came into force on 1st September 2007 and almost instantly changed the nature of gambling from a permitted but non-stimulated and discouraged activity to a regulated but commercially promoted entertainment offered on a relatively unrestricted basis. Gambling was recognised as a legitimate entertainment rather than an inherent “vice” that should be freely permitted subject only to the implementation of appropriate safeguards.

The Gambling Act 2005 has been implemented relatively recently and accurate evaluation of any regulations’ true effectiveness is complex, especially in light of the relative paucity of methodologically sound empirical data. In light of the variety of existing concept papers this article does not aim to undertake another generic assessment of the impact of current legislative framework on potential future levels of problem gambling. It also does not intend to criticise or support existing political choice as such. Instead this article aims to offer the reader a narrower but an in-depth evaluation of specific statutory provisions to highlight that the actual legislative framework does not truly support the third licencing objective or the political rhetoric utilised to justify the passage of the Act. The gambling law, in many aspects, resembles the current regulation of alcohol and liquor industry making the analysis relevant to this risk behaviour as well. Cogent medical evidence of the social cost of smoking recently compelled the government to re-evaluate their policies with regards to tobacco products. Although the process of active suppression of cigarettes has started only recently, its very slow success to date on overall smoking levels proves that reversing liberalisation or suppressing pre-
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3 S. 1(c) of the Gambling Act 2005

4 It is reported that since 2000 the overall adults smoking rate are declining by 0.4% annually. ASH Fact Sheet on Smoking Statistics, March 2013, available on the Internet at <www.ash.org.uk/files/documents/ASH_106.pdf> (last accessed November 2013).
vously stimulated demand is somewhat difficult. This article is designed to consider each of the three paradigms that underpin the success or failure of any normative rule aimed at regulating social behaviour in turn. Those are: strength and clarity of statutory provisions; effective enforcement and social acceptance of the rule. After setting the context and explaining the legislative framework the article firstly evaluates the effectiveness of statutory measures aimed at preventing minors’ access to “for money” gambling services followed by the analysis of effectiveness of the enforcement policy. The final part considers the extent to which gambling exposure has been legalised that may affect social adherence to regulatory prohibitions.

II. The context

Safeguards designed to prevent excess, to ensure that gambling does not lead to higher levels of crime or social disorder and to “prevent children and other vulnerable persons from being exploited or harmed by gambling” are necessary. There is no common definition of “harmful gambling” and for many people the activity offers exciting and harmless entertainment. Yet, for some participants gambling causes highly negative individual and financial outcomes and may lead to the development of gambling disorder as recognised by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM–V) which disadvantageously impacts the society as a whole. In this article the term “gambling related problems” is used in a broad and all-inclusive manner to refer to any negative consequences resulting from gambling activity that adversely affects a person regardless of whether this individual acknowledges the negative consequences or not. The existing empirical evidence is conclusive that certain groups of individuals are at increased risk of developing gambling related problems and the developmental stage of the adolescents makes them especially vulnerable. The psychological literature from across different jurisdictions is in agreement that risk to minors suffering gambling related problems is approximately three to four times higher than it is the case with adults. Young people “are considered to be especially at risk for problem gambling due to their need to satisfy internal motivation with limited ability to cognitively understand the risks”. Minors also experience high comorbidity rates between gambling and other psychological problems such a depression, alcohol, drug abuse and smoking. The progress towards gambling addiction, which is a progressive illness, may be hidden for many years due to lack of clearly visible signs of harm, especially amongst adolescents. When difficulties begin they are often further exacerbated by minors being less likely to recognise or accept that they may have a problem and by being less likely than adults to ask
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for help when experiencing gambling related issues.15

Those are compelling reasons why any government wishing to liberalise and expand gambling industry should counterbalance the potential risks with appropriate measures to protect minors and other vulnerable persons and regularly monitor their effectiveness. However, what measures are considered sufficient, whether any are necessary at all and how they are situated within the legislative framework is determined by a specific political choice that results from balancing politically difficult questions of morality, priorities in public health versus economy and commercial interests. With regards to gambling the author is unaware of any scholar that advocates an entirely laissez faire approach and jurisdictions that have been identified as permitting unregulated online forms of gambling16 (Costa Rica, Panama and Belize) have been placed in this category due to their practical ineffectiveness of controlling their offerings rather than due to genuine lack of any regulations.17 Some jurisdictions choose the opposite approach and they prohibit gambling either in entirety18 or they prohibit some forms of it (most frequently online / remote offerings).19 This method has been argued by many scholars to be ineffective due to the wide social acceptance of gambling as a leisure activity that is popular in demand and which attracts low moral opprobrium.20 The vast majority of jurisdictions prefer to permit gambling subject to legal regulations and controls. The level of legal intervention varies significantly between different States. Regulators that agree with scholars who perceive gambling as inherently dangerous and an “addictive consumption industry”21 tolerate gambling but aim to restrict availability, suppress advertisements and impose tight controls on the operators. Others agree with scholars who advocate for gambling to be treated as a legitimate leisure activity.22 Those legal frameworks permits active commercial promotion of all forms of gambling and focus predominantly on ensuring that customers are treated fairly and have the means to make an informed choice whether to participate or not. Bogart in the book “Permit but Discourage”23 extensively analysed different regulatory regimes of risk behaviour and argues that permitting risk activities but actively discouraging participation by subtle “nudges”24 is the most effective method.

In Great Britain the current regulatory framework treats gambling in a similar way to the supply of alcohol but differently to the supply of cigarettes and tobacco products. The acceptance of the medical evidence that stipulates that there are no safe levels of smoking and even minimal amounts are harmful whereas alcohol and gambling can be harmless if enjoyed in a responsible way justifies such differentiation. However, early exposure and participation has been identified by Messerlian et al25 as the most like-

17 Costa Rica permits any company to offer online gambling services worldwide provided they do not accept wagers from Costa Rica residents and earning money from games of chance is illegal in their jurisdictions – see <http://www.gamblingites.com/online-gambling-jurisdictions/costa-rica>; Panama and Belize require companies to obtain licences under their Panama Online Gaming Act of 2002 and the Belize Gaming Control Act respectively. Belize government announces on their official website that there are only two companies that are in possession of Belize licence (Fulton Data Processing Limited and Sports Off-Shore Limited) and everyone else claiming to have such a licence are clandestine – see <http://www.belize.gov.bz/ct.asp?dctm=19533&cntNode=346>.
18 E.g. See Saudi Arabia for a total prohibition of any gambling under Islamic Sharia law.
19 E.g. See Russia for a partial prohibition of online gambling or US for their attempt at outlawing online interstate gambling.
24 Such as targeted taxation or public education campaigns.
ly predictor of the development of problem gambling. Although the recent parliamentary review\(^{26}\) conceded that there is still "insufficient data collected" to determine the effect of the Gambling Act on minors, it does not refute the Rank Group’s view that the rates of play amongst adolescents are “still unacceptably high”. This is concerning. Despite the lack of definitive proof of causation between early involvement in gambling and subsequent problems\(^{27}\) it is undisputed that early participation is correlated with increased risk. This is supported not only by the fact that “adults diagnosed as problem gamblers nearly always report early initiation”\(^{28}\) but also by available evidence from other “risk industries”. No similar consensus has been reached with regards to a mere exposure which has been pointed out by Planzer and Wardle\(^{29}\) to be distinct from an actual engagement. The social adaptation theory indicates that over time people learn how to successfully deal with new social phenomena without suffering negative consequences.\(^{30}\) The adaptive process, however, clearly fails for those who develop gambling related problems and the question remains whether significant expansion of gambling opportunities permitted under the Gambling Act significantly increases the number of those who found themselves unable to adapt to the new environment.

### III. Legislative framework

The need to prevent children from gambling participation has been explicitly put at the forefront of the Gambling Act. It prominently states in s. 1(1) that one of the licencing objectives of the Act is to ensure that “children and other vulnerable persons are not harmed or exploited by gambling”. The Act makes a tacit distinction between soft, medium and hard core forms of gambling by excluding the former from the Act’s application and by setting different age limits applicable to medium and hard forms. Hard gambling is perceived by the draftsman to be potentially most harmful\(^{31}\) and includes commercial gaming in casinos; class A, B and C slot machines and commercial betting which are permitted only for those over the age of 18. Medium types include national lottery, scratch-cards and football pools for which the age limit is set at 16 and soft forms of gambling include non-commercial forms of gaming and betting.\(^{12}\) Category D gaming machines,\(^{33}\) equal chance gaming under prize gaming permit or at a licenced family entertainment centre\(^{34}\) and participation in a prize gaming at a non-licenced family entertainment centre or at a travelling fair.\(^{35}\)

The legislation starts from the basic premises that under-aged customers will be sufficiently protected from gambling related harm if they are isolated from “hard core”\(^{36}\) and medium gambling activities. To this effect the Gambling Act created new offences, listed in Part IV of the Act,\(^{37}\) that underpin the need for the gambling industry to develop, adopt and monitor age-verification measures in order to prevent inappropriate access. The offences can broadly be classified as “invitation”, “employment” and “participation” offences. The first one can be committed by “a person” while the remaining two can be committed by “a person” or “a young person”. No definition of “a person” is provided within the Act but “young person” is an “individual who is not a child but who is less than 18 years old”\(^{38}\) and a child is “an individual who is less than 16 years old”\(^{39}\). This implies, on the basis of the principle unius est exclusion alterius, that a child is not capable of committing any of the offences under the Act and a young person can be liable only for those that are specifically mentioned. This is in contrast with the provisions of the National Lottery
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etc Act 1993 where an offence of selling a lottery ticket can be committed by anyone subject to criminal liability; that is anyone over the age of 10.\textsuperscript{40} All types of offences under Part IV of the Gambling Act are subject to the same potential punishment.\textsuperscript{41} Convicted adults or corporate entities can be liable, on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a maximum period of 51 weeks or a maximum statutory fine\textsuperscript{42} or both, while a young person can be liable for a maximum fine of £1000.

“To invite, cause or permits a child or young person or both to engage in a [prohibited]\textsuperscript{43} gambling activity” is made unlawful by ss. 46(1), 56 and 57. S. 47 criminalises any person who “invites or permits a child or young person” to enter a variety of premises where prohibited gambling is taking place or where there are opportunities for such gambling to occur. Those premises exhaustively include a casino,\textsuperscript{44} premises with a betting licence where betting actually takes place,\textsuperscript{45} areas used in pursuance of adults gaming centre licence,\textsuperscript{46} areas where betting facilities are located on a horse or dog track unless a horse or dog race is either taking place or is due to take place on the same day\textsuperscript{47} and premises with family entertainment licence where Category C gaming machines are used or capable of being used.\textsuperscript{48} Premises are defined as “including any place and, in particular (a) a vessel, and (b) a vehicle.”\textsuperscript{49} Invitation offences have the broadest potential application. The Act does not define what “inviting, causing or permitting to gamble” means but the natural language of the section suggests broad interpretation. The words must be read disjunctively as each describes a different type of conduct and the proof of any of them individually would suffice for a conviction but the application has to be confined only to the specific words chosen and all other types of behaviour must be excluded.\textsuperscript{50}

“Employment” offences are committed if a child is employed to provide facilities for gambling including lottery or football pools\textsuperscript{51} but excluding private or non-commercial gaming or betting or prize gaming at a travelling fair under s. 292.\textsuperscript{52} It is also unlawful to employ a child to perform any function on premises where bingo is being played,\textsuperscript{53} on premises that are used in pursuance of a club gaming or club machine permit\textsuperscript{54} or in premises which operate under casino premises licence, betting premises licence or an adult gaming centre premises licence unless the child is employed in an area where they cannot get engaged in any gambling functions.\textsuperscript{55} A child must also not be employed on premises where Category A, B, C or D gaming machines are situated and the child may have to perform any duties with regards to the operation of those machines.\textsuperscript{56} Identical provisions apply to the employment of a young person with the exception of employment in connection with the lottery, football pools, bingo or premises with gaming permit or club machine permit.

“Participation” offences are addressed towards young persons. A child is not capable of committing any crime under the Act but a young person may be liable if s/he is engaged in a prohibited gambling,\textsuperscript{57} provides facilities for such activity\textsuperscript{58} or enters premises where a young person’s presence could expose the proprietor to a liability.\textsuperscript{59}

The legislation does not aim to rely exclusively on criminal law to prevent minors’ participation. It prominently charges the Gambling Commission, which took over from the Gaming Board as a corporate body to regulate the gambling industry, to issue appropriate licences and to ensure compliance, with the task of developing an appropriate strategy for the
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\textsuperscript{43} S. 46(2) lists several exceptions which permits soft types of gambling to be offered to minors despite otherwise satisfying the definition of gambling within the meaning of s. 3 of the Act.
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IV. How effective is it?

The criminalisation of allowing underage gambling and the prominent role allocated to the Gambling Commission appears to send a strong legislative directive that children should not be involved in any hard core gambling. The Gambling Commission and the gambling industry undertook significant efforts to eliminate underage gambling but despite those efforts a significant number of children still participate. The latest Ipsos Mori research undertaken on behalf of National Lottery Commission\(^6\) showed that during the seven days preceding the survey, 18% of children between the age of 11 and 15 were involved in some forms of gambling where they actually spend money. Although this represents a drop from 2011 which saw 23% of children admitting to gambling it cannot, as yet, be taken as representing a downwards trend. The rate of gambling among minors was 22% in 2007 which dropped by 4% in 2008 to 18%\(^6\) for it only to rise again to 23% in 2011. 16 to 18 years old are excluded from the above mentioned survey. They are included in the British Prevalence Survey but are grouped together with 18 to 24 years old rather than being treated as an independent cohort. The latest British Prevalence Survey was carried out in 2001\(^6\) and reported that 68% of respondents aged between 16 and 24 participated in some forms of gambling which includes lottery.\(^6\) Previous rates were 58% in 2007 and 66% in 1999. Although the majority of the players in this category are likely to be those over 18 it is legitimate\(^6\) to assume that some of them would fall within the 16 to 18 age group.

The figures above show that the legislative message does not seem, as yet, to reach a substantial number of people who continue to be engaged in activities that are illegal for them. In the author’s view this is not surprising. A detailed analysis of the statutory framework shows that the seemingly strong desire to stop underage access is a political rhetoric and the actual position is significantly more relaxed and liberal. Any normative rule that aims to regulate social behaviour relies on three interrelated factors: strength and clarity of the provision; effective enforcement and social acceptance of the rule. As it will be demonstrated below, the current legislative regime has significant loopholes in each of the three aspects which undermine the overall effectiveness of the legislative framework.

V. Statutory weaknesses

The nature of the criminal offences created by the Gambling Act 2005 places them firmly within the regulatory type of *mala prohibita* offences as opposed to *mala per se*\(^6\). Yet, the Act does not stipulate the offences to be of strict liability nor does it provide any comprehensive definition of the *mens rea*, if any at all, that is required. Only s. 46(3) provides, with regards to sending advertisement to a child or young person, that such distribution will incur criminal liability if it was done intentionally. If a marketing document was sent with contact details of a relevant person\(^6\) no offence is committed if this person did not consent or gave authority for such communication or if such document was sent to an adult and minor’s exposure to it was merely inciden-
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tal. This makes it clear that, at least with regards to advertisement, the actus reus must be accompanied by the requisite intention before anyone can be successfully convicted. No such clarity is available for the other offences but the provision of statutory defence of due diligence makes it clear that they are not of strict liability either. By comparison, selling a national lottery ticket to an under-aged customer has been considered to be of strict liability in Harrow London Borough Council v Shah. Such conclusion was based on the need to “encourage greater vigilance against the commission of offenses”. This anomaly cannot be explained by the different hazard levels of both activities as in fact lottery is considered to be one of the less addictive type of gambling. Rather it is an evidence of the relaxation of political attitudes towards gambling generally.

The due diligence defence set out in s. 63(1) is sufficiently significant to justify its full exposition. S. 63(1) provides “where a “person is charged with an offence under this Part of doing anything in relation to an individual who is a child it is a defence for the person charged to prove that – (a) he took all reasonable steps to determine the individual’s age, and (b) he reasonably believed that the individual is not a child”. S. 63(2) is a corresponding provision relating to a young person. Both elements must be satisfied. Reasonable belief without taking due care to ascertain the age of the customer will not suffice. What constitutes “reasonable steps” would be determined on the basis of individual circumstances but to date there is no direct precedent that would offer some judicial determination. The availability of the defence, coupled with the generic difficulties of proving subjective beliefs and knowledge, already weakens the provisions as it makes successful prosecution very difficult.

This is further exacerbated by the interpretation of those rules offered by the Gambling Commission which understandably has been adopted by the industry. The Commission, in the Licence Conditions and Codes of Practice provides extensive guidance as to the procedures that the operators should adopt to ensure compliance. The Code lacks the statutory force but it gains its regulatory authority from s. 24 of the Act. This section dictates that Courts must consider the application and scope of the Code, if relevant, when determining the outcome of any civil or criminal litigation. Due to the practical variations between face to face and online interaction the Code makes different provisions for each environments. The Code requires all providers to develop, implement and monitor policies and procedures to prevent minors from accessing their services. Within the online environment the Code mandatorily prescribes for such policy to include warnings to customers that underage gambling is an offence, a requirement that players must affirm that they are of legal age, a requirement of adequate training for staff and a regular review of existing policies to take account of technological advances.

In land based establishments the age-verification takes place at the point of purchase. Online, due to the distant nature of the transactions, the Code permits a period of 72 hours within which the age-verification process must be completed. In the interim period the customer is permitted to use the services, i.e. gamble but no withdrawals can be made until the player is fully verified as over the age of 18. There is no provision within the Act that would discharge the provider from liability in the interim period between an attempt to gamble and the provider recognising that the attempt was made by a minor. This means that the permitted 72 hours time lag has no statutory basis and should not be supported, especially when the modern capabilities of online technology allow the customers to be verified almost instantly and in real time. Commercial realities dictate that companies should be allowed to use a variety of effective age-verification mechanisms but there is no reason why a customer should not be prevented from gambling until after the process has been fully completed. A child may never attempt to withdraw money; yet they may become excited about the game itself.

Secondly, the Code permits reliance on e.g. age – verification software solutions or credit cards companies provided the gambling provider is satisfied that the third party carried out the age-verification process satisfactorily. The statutory defence should
only be made out if “all reasonable steps are taken by the person (providing the facility) himself” where- as the Code effectively permits the delegation of this task to third parties. This is so despite the lack of of- ficial authorisation by the credit card companies to use their cards for online verification purposes. Age- verification software providers actively promote their products to gambling industry. There are several offerings with different business models and different pricing structures available on the market but the use of third parties is not compatible with the black letter law.

It may be argued that this should not be raised as a matter of concern because it seems that these online methods are significantly more effective than their land based equivalents. Chambers and Willox examined large sites listed on the stock exchange and reported that all operators required actual proof of age before using the site but the authors do not stipulate, in their methodology, whether this was ascertained by relying on the information provided on the site or whether an actual test purchase was attempted. Nevertheless, the rolling mystery shopping exercise carried out by the Gambling Commission indicated that only 4.7% of gambling websites were identified as being potentially vulnerable to minors’ attempts to play and prevalence studies confirm that the rates of play by minors online for money is low. This may be contrasted with land based establishments where the compliance rates have been found to be significantly lower. The original test purchases conducted in May 2009 in betting shops known to have failings in social responsibility measures produced a staggeringly low 2% rate of compliance. Follow-up mystery shopping exer-

74 Note added.
76 As opposed to mere asking customers to self-affirm their age.
77 Gambling Commission (2009) “Online Mystery Shopping Pro- gramme”, Information Note, July 2009, available on the Internet at www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk, (last accessed November 2013). 2.5% of websites were identified as inconclusive and 2.2% were identified as having weaknesses.
78 Ipsos Mori Research on Underage Gambling on behalf of the National Lottery 2012 reported only 2% of minors aged 11–15 gambling online for money.
79 Press release “Mystery Shopping tests continue”, 31st July 2009. A 17 year old was able to place a bet over the counter in 98 out of 100 betting shops, available on the Internet at www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk, (last accessed February 2013)
84 “Several online gambling sites are planning to accept Bitcoins” – see Robert Courneyeac, Vicky Lloyds and Locke Lord, “Accepting Bitcoin as payment for online gambling services”, 12(2) World Online Gambling Law Report (2013).
the gambling account holder and not necessarily of who actually plays.

Nevertheless, it is acknowledged that online it is it is quite difficult for a minor to access legitimate “for money” gambling games in his or her own name due to a combination of the inability to pay by cash, the industry real willingness to adopt robust age-verification measures and the strict procedures adopted by financial institutions when processing online payment transactions. However, there may be several instances where an underage person gambles online using the account of parents, older siblings or friends with or without their permissions. In Great Britain the attitudes towards gambling are becoming increasingly positive across all socio-economic sectors of the population.85 Research from other jurisdictions also shows that many parents do not consider gambling to present significant risks to their children,86 consider gambling as a legitimate alternative to other forms of entertainment that can be enjoyed by a family together87 and the allure of a potential life changing win makes gambling products (e.g. lottery tickets or scratch-cards) an attractive gift to youngsters.88

This shows that, unlike the purchase of alcohol and cigarettes, many parents may be less concerned about purchasing gambling products for their children. More worryingly some players choose online gambling especially so they can play with their whole family unlike in an on-site casino. One participant in a qualitative study conducted by Cotte and Latour89 expressly stated “And here [at home]90 if I win something big, I can experience it with my [4 years old]91 daughter. “Mommy won!” “Mommy just won!”. At a casino, she wouldn’t be able to sit there, have that kind of enjoyment with me.... She gets to clap.... I don’t think she understands what I am doing, but she gets excited when she hears the noise on the computer. ... So she’ll start jumping up and down too.”92

Instances of parents/siblings/friends playing with their children or allowing access to the gambling account may not be fully recognised and accounted for in prevalence studies and they may be significantly higher than the current estimates indicate. There is nothing in the Act itself that would counterbalance positive and relaxed parental attitudes. Unlike the regulation of alcohol,93 no proxy offence exists whereby an adult commits a crime if he purchases gambling product on behalf of a minor. In practice it is not possible for an adult to play e.g. poker or slot machine on behalf of a child but one can easily envisage an older friend allowing access to his online gambling account or purchasing scratch-card or a betting slip for or together with a child. Such liability, although probably impossible to enforce, is likely to be welcome by the industry and could help with education and raising overall awareness that gambling does carry some risks and would further strengthen current provisions. Existing educational campaigns are very sparse and no legislative or policy measures require them to be frequently used.

VI. Enforcement issues

With the introduction of the Gambling Act 2005 the Gambling Commission became the main enforcer of the statutory provisions. The Commission must operate within the legal framework of its primary duties, stated in ss. 22(a) and (b)94 and it must have regards to the Regulators’ Compliance Code; Hampton and Macrory95 reviews and the Enforcement Concor- 

date.96 Those principles advocate comprehensive risk based assessments to ensure that resources are allocated to areas mostly in need and to carry out in-
spections only where there is an identifiable reason to do so. This leads the Commission to adopt a facilitative and negotiating rather than a strict enforcement approach. Such “light touch” is also explicitly anticipated by the Act itself which can be seen by contrasting ss. 27–28 of the Gambling Act with e.g. ss. 22 or 24. Ss. 27–28 are permissive and power granting in nature whereas s. 22 and s. 24 are duty imposing. This means that the Commission “may assess compliance with the Act and licence conditions”97; “may investigate whether an offence has been committed”98 and “may institute criminal proceedings in respect of any offence”99 whereas is “shall aim to permit gambling...”100 and “shall issue one or more Codes of practice”101. In light of the permissive tone of the legislation it seems reasonable that prevention of illegal gambling and money laundering and the collection of licencing revenues may be given a higher priority than tackling underage access. In any case the overriding duty to permit gambling sits uneasily with the Commission’s role as the protector of the social good. Commercial demands normally advocate lenient attitudes which are largely incompatible with the protectionist requirements that usually desire the exact opposite. Other external factors also constraint in practice the enforcement powers of the Commission. The enforcement role of the police and local authorities has been reduced to superficial levels102 and the Commission employs 200 officers with only around 60 members of staff performing the function of field compliance officers with investigative powers103. The significant limit on available resources necessitates reliance on good faith and voluntary compliance with the regulations by the industry104 and on co-operation with the general public105 rendering the soft approach may be the only practical option, but not necessarily the most effective one.

VII. Exposure

The Gambling Act has undisputedly encouraged a significant expansion of perceived and actual gambling opportunities. The proliferation of gambling shops on a High Street resulted from the removal of the demand test106 which prevents the Commission and other bodies from restricting the number of licences due to market saturation or a desire of a local authority to limit the number of gambling venues within their areas. Although minors are not even permitted to enter land based betting shops and casinos no similar restriction seems to apply to “virtual” places and premises. The online gambling industry does not generally restrict a mere access or entry to the websites where betting or gaming takes place. There is only a small number of providers107 that require registration before entering the actual site. Online casinos and betting shops offer exciting graphics of a variety of gambling games such as roulette, slots or card games often accompanied by stimulating audio effects as well as a wealth of information relating to gambling: rules of games, tips, suggestions, strategy advices and previous betting and gaming results as applicable. Many also offer free demo games which allow all players regardless of age to practice and learn how to gamble for free before having to risk any of their own money. For all intended purposes they are the virtual equivalents of land based betting and gaming venues but the Act does not provide any provision that would outlaw such virtual entry to minors.

Furthermore the Act permitted demand to be further stimulated by commercial advertisements which often glamorise gambling and focus on the life changing benefit of a major win108. No regula-

97 S. 27 of the GA 2005.
98 S. 28(1)a of the GA 2005.
99 S. 28(1)b of the GA 2005.
100 S. 22(b) of the GA 2005.
104 With nearly 3000 licences that have been issued to operators it would be impossible for the 60 field officers to effectively enforce compliance in the face of widespread and regular breaches of the Code.
105 The Gambling Commission operates a “confidential intelligence line” where general public may report any company offering or is suspected of offering illegal gambling or which is otherwise in breach of the Licensing Code.
106 S. 72 of GA reads as follows: “In determining whether to grant an operating licence the Commission may not have regards to – (a) the area in Great Britain within which it is proposed to provide facilities, or (b) the expected demand for facilities which it is proposed to provide”.
107 There are some operators e.g. Endemol Games Ltd who require registration prior to entering the actual site or playing practice games but the number of operators with such policy is very small.
tions which may be devised by the Secretary of State have as yet been issued. In order to sustain demands commercial marketing initiatives play an important role within any industry but they may be particularly influential to those who already experience some difficulties with their gambling.109 Gambling advertisements must not use youth themes or other features that may be attractive to adolescents and their broadcast should be restricted to after the watershed of 9pm. This rule does not apply during transmission of live sport entertainment. This is justified by the business needs of the industry but live sporting events are very popular on terrestrial and subscriptions based television channels and are often watched together by the whole families. As identified by Bogart110 on pages 254 and 255 there is an inherent conflict between “marketing practices of gambling providers” which aim to increase consumption and “responsible gambling” which more often than not involves encouraging people to gamble less. Furthermore, providers from the European Economic Area111 and other “white listed”112 jurisdictions are also able to freely promote their services to British customers without being subject to British law. The Gambling (Licensing and Advertising) Bill,113 if put into force, will impose British regulation on all remote gambling companies that offer their services to British customers regardless of their physical location.114 This would constitute a barrier to the EU free trade principle but as long as the barrier is not discriminatory,115 is proportionate116 and it meets “an appropriate overriding public policy objective”117 it is unlikely to offend the EU Treaty. Despite increased knowledge and understanding amongst adolescents of the marketing aims and mechanics children are still more vulnerable to the influence of advertisements than it is the case with adults.118 The widespread promotion of gambling in print, on television, radio and online further promotes the appeal of gambling to all. The actual impact of advertisement on participation rates is contentious119 but even if they don’t increase the actual uptake they certainly contribute to the normalisation of gambling as a familiar and socially acceptable leisure activity.

VIII. Conclusion

This article demonstrates that the protective statutory provisions are narrow in scope and offer a weak foundation for the protection of children from gambling related harm. It is the goodwill of the gambling companies and their desire to protect their reputational status within the society that prevents widespread defiance of the law rather than the force of the legislative framework itself. The legalisation of commercial marketing of commercial products as well as the widespread availability of gambling both on the High Street and online actively promotes positive attitudes towards gambling and contributes towards the perception of such activity being a harm-free, fun entertainment. Tobacco advertising effectively ceased on UK television in 1991 and supermarkets are now required to sell cigarettes from behind closed shelves whereas gambling is actively promoted on all forms of mass media. This expansion of exposure is not effectively counterbalanced by the statutory prohibition of minors’ gambling. The prohibition is not absolute and the defence of due diligence focuses the industry’s attention more on ensuring that they have a valid and workable policy in place and less on stopping youngsters from successfully purchasing gambling services. This is further exacerbated by the lax enforcement which can be demonstrated by the fact that 18% of children between the age of 11 and 15 years old admitted to gam-
bling in 2011; yet there has been no reported case of any gambling company or person being prosecuted under Part IV of the Gambling Act. To paraphrase Bogart’s book title,120 the main problem with existing framework is that British government permits gambling but does not do enough to discourage “excessive consumption”.